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What Is WPM?
There’s a fundamental lack of insight and process that’s holding back our 
industry. We struggle with an addiction to paid media; marketers are trying 
to buy consumers’ attention with advertisements that are increasingly 
mistrusted and ignored.

If marketers are creating earned media 
content, many of us struggle to do it 
efficiently. The bulk of content takes up 
space without being seen or creating impact. 

Marketers are too focused on the digital “cash 
register.” That is, they’re creating mostly 
conversion-centric content, ignoring the lion’s 
share of opportunity: early stage content. 

We’re also missing a big opportunity to segment 
our content into audiences and stages of 
interest that make sense for our products 
and services. We’re missing out on the deep 
measurement that improves our efforts and 
ultimately delivers the return on our investment.
Our content - our products, services and 
brands - are absent in the vast majority of 
these conversations. We’re managing our web 
properties, but we’re not managing our web 
presence.

Web Presence Management: Inbound 
Evolved
Web Presence Management is inbound 
marketing 2.0. It’s a system for expanding - not 
just your market share, but your entire market - 
by capturing and creating new conversations 
and customers for your vertical. It’s also a 

way of managing what you already have more 
effectively, ensuring that existing content is 
actually discovered and makes a meaningful 
contribution to your business.

WPM is the identification and mapping of your 
core customers. It is the systematic ability to 
identify and fill gaps and scale your successes. 
It is unifying your inbound team’s intelligence 
and workflow. 

The Inbound Team Evolved:  The Web 
Presence Team
The inbound marketers - SEOs, content 
marketers, analysts, and social managers - lack 
guiding standards and collaborative workspaces 
to educate and empower one another. 

We believe that the future marketing team 
breaks the silo between creativity and analysis, 
and inbound marketers can work together 
even if they’re not in the same room: sharing 
metrics, insight, and ideas in collaborative digital 
workspaces. Rather than separate the search, 
social, content and analysis teams, we believe 
the most successful companies will pull their 
inbound marketers together into a web presence 
team.

There are five basic questions that guide the Web Presence Management mindset:

How do I create WPM collaboration 
and accountability? 

1 What are my customers’ personas?

What content do I need to improve?

What content do I need to create?

How do I continually measure and 
improve my content?

People are far 
more likely to click 
on organic results, 
earned media, 
instead of paid 
ads. Organic click 
share has been 
reported as high 
as 92%.
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Break the Paid Media Addiction
Earn the audience paid media can’t buy.

Marketers who have watched 
the digital revolution know that 
consumers have migrated their 
research and purchase habits online.  

They know that if they expect to participate in 
consumers’ conversations they’ve got to have 
their brand appear in search, social and other 
online channels.

To meet this need, many marketers turned to the 
quickest solution: paid media.  While paid media 
has its place in the marketer’s toolbox, many 
developed an unhealthy relationship with it,. 
Many depend on paid media to keep their brand 
in front of consumers.

This addiction to paid media is problematic for 
three reasons:

1. Most of the ‘Clicks’ Occur in Earned 
Media, Not Paid
People are far more likely to click on 
organic results, earned media, instead of paid 
ads. The organic click share has been reported 
as high as 92% while banner ads are lucky to get 
a 1% click-through rate (CTR) and less than 1% 
of clicks go to social ads.

The fact is, people don’t want to click on paid 
media - eye tracking study after eye tracking 
study shows that people’s attention - and click 
behavior - is on earned, not paid, media.

2. Users Don’t Trust Paid Media
It gets worse for the paid media addict. It’s not 

just that user attention is not on paid media, 
it’s that users actually mistrust paid media 
content. A recent study by YouGov shows that 
half of all users find advertising to be dishonest. 
Consumers are essentially telling marketers that 
they meet all content in paid channels with a 
skeptical eye. Reaching consumers is difficult 
enough but paid media addicts have the added 
burden of attempting to overcome consumers’ 
inherent skepticism of paid media content.

3. Paid Media Space is Rented,  
Not Earned
If the fact that paid media is largely mistrusted 
and ignored isn’t enough, another problem is 
that it’s not sustainable. Paid media operates 
only so long as dollars are fed into the machine.  

Most of the clicks go here…

A small % of clicks go here
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The fact is, people 
don’t want to click 
on paid media - 
eye tracking study 
after eye tracking 
study shows that 
people’s attention - 
and click behavior 
- is on earned, not 
paid media.

As the graphic below illustrates, your paid 
search ads will continue to appear only as 
long as your credit card still works in Google 
headquarters. Your Twitter or Facebook ads will 
continue to appear only as long as they continue 
to be funded. This can quickly become a costly 
proposition.

Contrast that with the marketer who has earned 
her way into top organic search positions or is 
part of the ongoing social conversations. This 
marketer is able to obtain large volumes of 
qualified organic traffic without continuously 
feeding a paid media machine.

Break the Paid Media Addiction 
There’s little question that marketers must 
be part of the growing conversation online if 
they expect to reach consumers talking about 
their product or service.  However, those who 
have developed an unhealthy reliance on 
paid media and have ‘bought’ their way into 
conversations must rethink their strategies. 
After all, consumers are not engaging in paid 
media conversations, and they have developed a 
deep mistrust of brands who attempt to engage 
them on paid media. Customers want to find 
companies that have earned their attention; 
buying your way into their conversations is 
neither sustainable nor does it scale.

Less than 1% of clicks go to 
social ads…

Very dishonest

Fairly dishonest

Fairly honest

Very honest

47%

How much 
do you trust 

advertisements?

39%

11%

6%

7%

3%

37%How honest are 
advertisements? 50%

Source: YouGov
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Why WPM?
Content was initially a simplistic concept for most Online Marketers - any 
content would do so long as it moved their domain up the search listings. 

Then, content marketing evolved. 
The swathe of keywords widened, 
and content marketers became newly 
concerned with content discovery on 

channels such as social.They began using 
content to build their brands and connect with 
their audience.

We’ve gotten comfortable with this mode in the 
digital marketing industry. But we can see that 
another major shift is taking place, since content 

marketing (as it’s laid out in phase two below) 
does not address all the needs of the modern 
marketer.

There are a few persistent problems; first, 
marketers have no reliable way of knowing 
content’s ROI. The second is the enormous, 
missed opportunity of customer segmentation.
Third, marketers have an unhealthy dependence 
on paid media.

1

Phase: Measurement

Limited keywords (10s of keywords)Appear in search listings

Content Goals

Moderate keywords (1,000s of keywords)

Social network activity and engagement

Content discovery across 
inbound channels (search, 
social...)

Brand building

Connect with audience

2
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Problem 1: 7 out of 10 Marketing Executives Struggle to Measure Marketing Impact

Marketers Know They Need Content Better Aligned with Their Customers

We find that overall, marketing executives have 
great difficulty in measuring the impact of 
marketing spend. An amazing 70% of executives 
admit to not being able to show the impact of 

Marketers are clearly aware that all is not well in 
content measurement. Only 12% of marketers feel 
confident about how they are currently measuring 
their content efforts. However, 68% of Marketers 
recognize the importance of aligning content 
with the buyer’s journey. 

their marketing spend at all, or only having a 
qualitative but not quantitative sense of it.

When surveyed, 49% of Marketers say they are 
planning to change that in the next six months 
by better aligning content with the buyer’s 
journey. This also gives us another look 
into the next phase of content marketing’s 
evolution. 

Problem 2: 

35.7%

28.6%

50.0% 51.5%

14.3%
19.9%

We have a good 
qualitative sense of 
the impact, but not a 
quantitative impact

Source: The CMO Survey

We prove the impact 
quantitatively

We haven’t been able to 
show the impact yet

Which best describes how your company
shows the short-term impact of marketing
spend on your business?

Which best describes how your company
shows the long-term impact of marketing
spend on your business?

Measuring the Business Impact of 
Marketing Spending
% of US CMOs

February 2014

49%

1 - We are sophisticated in our content  
alignment and measurement

22%

12%

14%

3%

2 - We understand how to align content  
but lack measurement strategy

3 - We are learning to align content and plan to 
 execute on our strategy within the next 6 months

4 - We do not understand how to align content and  
measurement but realize the value in doing so

5 - We have no plan to align content to the 
 buyer’s journey or measure success

14%

Source: Oracle Eloqua/LookBookHQ

*On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being 
the best assessment, how well 
do your sales and marketing 
teams leverage marketing 
automation to align content 
across the buyer’s journey to 
present a more united front in 
communications?

Content Marketing Alignment With the 
Buyer Journey
% of respondents

February 2014
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Problem 3: Marketers Have Become Too Reliant on Costly Paid Media

Marketers know that consumers are having 
conversations online on their own terms.  
They know they’ve got to be involved in those 
conversations. But rather than earning their way 
into them by appearing in natural search and 
social where the majority of clicks occur, they 
throw money at adver tisements.

This doesn’t add up. Industry data shows that 
marketers spend more than $100 Billion dollars 
annually on paid media, but the vast majority of 
activity -  up to 92% in some channels -  occurs 
in earned media.

Content Marketing Will Emphasize 
Customer Segmentation and Measurement
The next phase of marketing involves a deeper 
understanding of audience segments and 
measurement of the effectiveness of content to 
those segments. It involves targeting content to 

meet the unique needs of different customers, 
organized by personas and their buyer’s journey. 

Get Ready for the Next Stage in Content  
Marketing: Web Presence Management
Web Presence Management (WPM) ushers in 
an era of sophistication that allows Marketers 
to better connect with their audience, educate 
them through the buyer’s journey and wring 
more value from their content dollar with better 
measurement of what does and doesn’t work. 

Get started with WPM by thinking about what 
customer personas and stages ofthe buyer’s 
journey make sense for your vertical. How do 
those differences affect their content needs?

Read What Are Personas for more on how 
to get started on the path to WPM.

Marketers spend 
$100 Billion on Paid 
Media, but as much 

as 92% of user 
activity occurs in 

unpaid media.

3

Phase: What challenge is driving the persona to 
consider your product?
High keywords (10,000s of keywords)

Social network activity and engagement

Content consumption and effectiveness by buyer’s stage and 
persona

Content discovery across inbound channels (search, social...)

Brand building

Connect with audience

Shepherd buyers through the buyer’s journey

Reach specific customer personas

Content Goals

• Declining ROI 
•  Limited Reach 
• No One Clicks Anymore! 

YOUR SITE 

PAID MEDIA 

UNPAID WEB 

$100B 
is Spent Here 
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Know your audience.

What Are Personas?

That’s a ground rule that just about every 
writer and performer knows. The same 
guideline is true for digital marketing; 
success depends on your ability to 

measure and meet the needs of users.

How do you go about understanding your digital 
audience? That’s the function of personas. 
Personas are categories of your customer and 
potential customer base; they are groupings by 
major traits that drive buying behavior. 

Personas are based on generalizations that 
affect the decision to purchase in a certain 
vertical. B2B companies might divide personas 
up by company size, revenue, industry, and 
so on. B2C companies might sort by income, 
gender, educational level, likes and dislikes, pain 
points, and so on.

A Brick and Mortar Persona Scenario
Here’s a brick and mortar sample scenario: 
A retailer of hair products decides to divide 
personas by in-store shopping habits. Here are a 
few possibilities:

• The smeller (decides to purchase based on 
fragrance)

• The value shopper (decides to purchase 
based on price and discounts)

• The ingredients shopper (decides to purchase 
based on organic/non organic, etc.)

• The celebrity shopper (decides to purchase 
based on endorsements)

Organizing shoppers in this way can help the 
retailer plan targeted marketing campaigns, alter 
the product and its packaging, decide budgeting, 
and more.

Personas for Online Businesses
In the digital sphere, personas can be based 
on shopping behavior, too. But don’t limit 
your thinking; personas can also be based on 
demographics, location, job titles, or any other 
number of online traits or behaviors. Ultimately, 
the most effective personas correspond to what 
most impacts the decision to purchase. 

Starting Points for Creating Personas: 
• Talk to your sales team. Who are they selling 

to?

• Brainstorm a list of problems and desires you 
think your customers have. What most influ-
ences the decision to purchase?

• Look at your keywords: queries can give you 
insight into what your customers want and 
who they are.

• Look at your demographic analytic data.

• Consider who is talking about you via back-
links, social media, and reviews. 

• Create a survey for customers. (Offer a rebate, 
discount, etc.)

Tip: Look at your competitors’ data as well 
as your own.

Personas are 
categories of 
your customer 
and potential 
customer base; 
they are groupings 
by major traits 
that drive buying 
behavior.
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What Is the Buyer’s Journey?
Early marketing has traditionally been reactive: You see prospect. You persuade. You hope for the sale.

Modern marketers have come to 
understand that, in hindsight, this has 
been an oversimplification of how 
people buy. We have learned that the 

purchase process is far more of a progressive 
journey, and consumers advance through a 
process the industry has called “the buyer’s 
journey”. 

The buyer’s journey is a framework that 
acknowledges a buyer’s progression through 
a research and decision process ultimately 
culminating in a purchase.  

The Buyer’s Journey
The first thing to know about a buyer’s journey 
is that it can vary from one industry to the next. 
For example, the degree to which B2B buyers 
research before making a purchase decision 
may differ from the degree to which B2C buyers 
do.  

With that in mind, let’s take a look at what the 
stages of the buyer’s journey look like (altho ugh 
you can tailor these at your organization):

SEEK OPTIONS

Develop Interest: the buyer becomes aware that they have 
a problem or desire requiring consideration of a purchase.

Information Gathering: the buyer begins to gather 
more information about the problem or desire.

Seek Options: the buyer begins to explore 
options for addressing the problem or desire. 

Make Purchase Decision:
The buyer is prepared to make a 
purchase decision and select a vendor. 
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Applying the Buyer’s Journey to Content
By applying the buyer’s journey framework to content, marketers can create 
targeted content designed to move customers through the buyer’s journey 
and towards a successful sale.

Let’s apply the framework to an example.  
John is a busy software engineer who 
rarely has time to thoroughly sweep 
his apartment. Let’s go with him on 

his buyer’s journey as he considers the Acme 
iRobot, a vacuum cleaning robot.

Ultimately if Acme has been successful, their 
content has ushered John through the buying 
process by making him aware of a problem, 
suggesting solutions to the problem and helping 
him justify the purchase of their product.

To get started mapping your content 
to your industry’s buying journey:

DefineYour Customer Personas:
To understand the journey your buyers take, you 
must first understand who they are. Read [What 
Are Personas?] for more.

Understand the Journey Your Buyers Take:
Once you understand who your buyers are, the 
next step is to figure out how they progress 
through their individual buying process. 

Steps to Map Content to 
the Buyer’s Journey:

1. DefineYour Customer 
Personas

2. Understand the Journey 
Your Buyers Take

3. Map Content to the 
Buyer’s Journey

Map Content to the Buyer’s Journey:
Once you have your personas and the journeys 
they take worked out, the next step is to map 
content that addresses the challenges they 
face at each step in the process. The goal of the 
content should be to sufficiently address the 
buyer’s challenge such that they feel confident 
about moving on to the next stage in the 
process.

Read Why Early Stage Content 
Matters to understand why 
creating early stage content 
that maps to an early stage of 
the buyer’s journey is a crucial 
part of content marketing

Stage Content Goal

Make John aware that dust buildup in a home can be unpleasant 
and can lead to health issues.

Give John more information about the problem such as the 
correlation between certain health issues and home dust buildup.

Make John aware of potential solutions to the problem such as 
scheduling a regular cleaning person or advanced technology.

Help John realize the value in both choosing an iRobot over 
alternative solutions, and choosing Acme over alternative vendors.

Develop Interest

Information Gathering

Seek Options

Make Purchase Decision
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Why Early Stage Content Matters

Marketers agree that targeted 
marketing is better than non-targeted 
marketing. Many marketers take this 
logic one step farther and assume 

that ‘targeted buyer-ready marketing’ is better 
than ‘targeted researcher marketing’. That is, 
optimizing or advertising for queries where the 
searcher is in buyer-ready modeis better than 
doing so for queries when the searcher is still 
in research mode. For example, the query [buy 
white leather couch] would always be more 
important to optimize for than [best leather 
couch colors].

Connect with Buyers Early in their Buying 
Process with Early Stage Content
At first glance, these assumptions seem to 
stand up to scrutiny. Conductor research shows 
that long-tail queries do in fact convert at a rate 
greater than head terms.

But a closer look tells us that there may be more 
to the story.

This is because a high percentage of buyer/
conversion-ready queries take place after 
an online research process. For example, a 
purchaser looking to buy a dining room table 
may start with the query [dining room table], 
progress to [modern dining room table], and 
finally to [buy modern 12x 12 dining room table].  

Another way of looking at this is that a 
significant percentage of branded searches 
that show up in your analytics may in fact be 
downstream from an online research process 
like this one. Industry research shows that 86% 
of buyers begin their buying process with a non-
branded search.

86% of buyers 
begin their buying 

process with a 
non-branded 

search.
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Ignoring Early Stage Content Puts Your 
Marketing at Risk
If a significant percentage of buyers/converters 
do in fact progress through a research process 
prior to converting, then an intelligent strategy 
reflects that fact. 

Despite this, many online businesses have a 
longstanding strategy of ‘crowding the register’: 
exclusively optimizing and creating content for 
conversion-centric queries. They’re jumping 
straight to the end and ignoring the process.

Play to Win with Early Stage Content
Engage with your buyer earlier in their buyer’s 
journey. That means creating content that will 
help educate and inform the buyer, content 
that will help them progress down the buying 
funnel and make an informed decision.

With this approach, we are forming a long-
term relationship and a neural connection 
between a generic product or service and our 
specific brand. Hopefully, customers will draw 
on this connection when they are buyer-ready 
and plan to pull the trigger on a purchase.

Speak to Buyers in the Language  
of their Journey
Crowding the online register (optimizing for 
only conversion-centric queries) is a strategy 
that had its place as the internet developed, 
when competition for purchase terms was 
weak and online consumers were still figuring 
out how much they needed and trusted digital 
input. Now, being ahead of the curve means 
reaching buyers earlier in the purchase cycle, 
providing them with the kind of information 
that will help them make an informed purchase 
decision.  

Done right, buyers return to the brand as they 
near the end of the buyer’s journey.  Done 
consistently, buyers will begin to see your 
brand as the go-to authority in your industry, 
which will have ripple effects across all your 
digital efforts.
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How Do I Ensure My Content Gets 
(and Stays) Found?
Content is a business asset, just like any other. It should be inventoried, tracked, and fixed if it’s not functional. 
Despite this commonsense idea, businesses tend to produce content without a plan for its future.

We Have a Problem with Excess  
and Unregulated Content
With all the talk of the need for quality content 
in our industry, many marketers react by going 
into what we call a content frenzy. That is, they 
produce as much content as possible and 
hope it gets traction, but there is no systematic 
targeting or measuring in place. If the content 
gets visibility and traffic, that’s great. If not, it 
sinks, forgotten, to the bottom of the blog roll or 
unvisited portions of the site . 

These companies end up with an iceberg - they 
have a little bit of content that is visible and 
recognizably useful, but the vast majority of 
it is out of mind and out of sight. The content 
grows outdated and loses relevancy. It becomes 
hoarded excess that they should either throw 
out or revitalize. 

The image below is a view from Searchlight’s 
Content Insights. The orange color is the top 
of the iceberg - content with high visibility. 
The gray portion represents content that has 
no traffic at all. The proportions here (the 
gray being many times the size of the orange) 
are common for a site that has not been 
systematically optimizing content. As you can 
see, most of the content on this site is not 
delivering value.

This problem is complicated by growing number 
of ways we can look at content. Your device and 
location affect how visible your content is. You 
might have content that ranks well when you 
type a query into your desktop, but the same 
piece doesn’t appear on your mobile device. 

The strategy “If I write it, they will come,” isn’t 
enough to get ahead in your digital vertical. 
Social promotion and syndication help with 
that initial push, but they don’t give you tactical 
insight into the content’s lifecycle. So what do 
you do?

Make Sure Your Content Is Found
If you’re starting with a backlog from your 
content frenzy days, the first thing you need 
to do is to get your bearings. Determine what 
content you have and measure its efficiency. 

What pages are receiving traffic, and how 
much of it? In what instances (consider the 
effects of different search engines, devices, and 
locations) are they visible in search, and for what 
keywords? You’ll want to know the status of 
your content on an ongoing basis in order to 
protect the successful content assets you have 
and optimize the ones that are faltering. 
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If you have content that is not being found, you’ll 
want to diagnose why. Likely, it’s one of the three 
following problems.

1) Technical issues. Your pages have missing or 
unoptimized page elements like title or alt tags. 
Perhaps they are optimized for an irrelevant 
keyword, and users are bouncing off the page 
and sending negative signals to engines. 
Perhaps the keyword is too competitive or its 
search volume is too low. (In Searchlight, you 
can determine the issues and fixes in Content 
Insights’ Opportunities tab.)

2) Low quality. Is your content well written? Is 
the page optimized with usability best practices 
for content in mind? People want to read great, 

original, and useful content, so make sure you’re 
stepping up to the plate.

3) Aimless content strategy. If your content is 
not aimed at a target, it will be pure chance if it 
makes an impact. Make your content a proactive 
and intentional piece of your marketing strategy. 
Consider: Is your content mapped to a buyer’s 
journey? Is it targeted at a specific customer 
persona? Are there good transitions from one 
stage to the next in the buyer’s journey?

Read The Makeup of a 
Web Presence Team to 

understand what a modern 
Web Presence Team 

should look like.
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The Makeup of a Web Presence Team
Web presence is not your grandfather’s SEO.  In the WPM framework, content should do more than be 
a gathering mechanism for web traffic: it should map to your personas and usher them through their 
individual buyer’s journeys. 

But what does the new web presence team 
look like and how does it differ from the old SEO 
team structure?

Before: Digital Teams Operate in Silos
To understand where you are going, it often 
helps to understand where you are coming 
from. Historically, content, social and SEO have 
operated in siloes, independent of each other.  
Content has flowed from content creators to 
social (promotion). Finally, it goes to an SEO, 
who is asked to ‘clean up’ after the fact and 
ensure strong search visibility despite being 
looped in only at the end.

After: Web Presence Management (WPM) 
Unites Content, Promotion and Search
The new digital team structure has a WPM 
Manager (formerly SEO Manager) at its center.  
It’s not that the WPM Manager has every other 
marketer reporting directly to them; instead, they 
must rally each function - from Content to IT to 
PR - to pull the team in the same ‘web presence’ 
direction. 

2 Key Directives for WPM: Inbound and 
Outbound
There are two key directives for a WPM 
manager.  One is passive and ‘inbound’, and the 
other requires an active ‘outbound’ approach:

• SEO Expert (Inbound): 

The WPM Manager must be the SEO expert, 
and be known throughout the organization as 
the person to go to for web visibility issues.  

It is not enough, however, to only be the 
‘SEO help desk’. Being exclusively an SEO is 
career limiting and hinders your ability to help 
organization achieve maximum web presence. 
This is because Web Presence Management 
requires an ‘outbound’ approach alongside the 
inbound one.

Content Social SEO
SEO has 
been in 
a clean-
up role

CONTENT FLOW

PRIT

SEO

Social

Content

WPM
Manager

CONTENT FLOW
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• Chief Evangelizer (Outbound)

The WPM manager must take a proactive 
approach to ensuring organizational buy-
in and cooperation. This means things like 
rallying non-content creators to begin creating 
content, ensuring adjacent departments such 
as PR and IT are on board and taking steps 
to ensure maximum visibility, and generally 
socializing the concept of WPM throughout 
the organization.

WPM Fundamentally Changes How SEO  
Interacts with Content
Historically, content creators have thought 
about content mainly as a means to connect 
at the end of the buyer’s journey with their 
audience (“crowding the register”), not as a 
means to usher them all the way through the 
buyer’s journey.  

With WPM, the WPM Manager can profoundly 
and positively impact the way content is created, 
measured and promoted.  

There are three key ways the WPM manager can 
help shape content:

• Stop the Content Frenzy:

Help the content team stop the ‘content 
frenzy’ by introducing a new way of organizing 
and planning your content through buyer’s 
personas and their journeys.

• Content Gaps:

Use analytics to help content creators identify 
gaps in content.

• Measure ROI of Content:

Help content creators understand what is and 
is not working by providing key content KPIs 
by persona and buyer’s journey.

Unify Your Team with Web Presence 
Management
The role of the SEO has changed. No longer is 
the SEO Manager strictly concerned with search 
visibility in isolation, now, they are transitioning 
into a Web Presence Manager, concerned with 
content from ideation to measurement. Now, 
SEO, social, and content all fall under the WPM 
umbrella, whether directly or by virtue of the 
WPM Manager ensuring he/she is involving 
them in an overall content process.
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Persona & Buyer’s Journey Worksheet
Developing targeted content that addresses how the unique buyers (personas) of your product progress 
thru the buyers journey will help you be more targeted with your content. 

This worksheet will help you build a 
content map that, as described in the 
“What are Personas?” and “What is the 
Buyer’s Journey?” sections you can use 

to create targeted content for your personas and 
the stages of their buyer’s journeys.

In Step 1, you will define your personas and their 
key challenges.  

In Step 2, you will create sample headlines that 
map to personas & their buyer’s journey.

1. Review the example relevant to your industry (B2C or B2B) below.

B2C: Meat Thermometer

Step 1: Define Your Personas and Their Key Challenges

Foodies

Dads Who Grill

Engaged Couples

Summer Homeowners

Think about the different kinds of 
people who buy your product: What challenge is driving the persona to consider your product?

A way to cook the perfect steak

A way to stop serving overcooked burgers and steaks at family BBQs

The neat tchotchke to add to their wedding registry

An easy way to ensure meat is well cooked at summer BBQs

B2B: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System

Think about the different kinds of 
people who buy your product: What challenge is driving the persona to consider your product?

Sales Managers

Sales Reps

CFOs/CEOs

IT

How to reach quota

How to close deals

Lower costs and grow revenue

Managing IT in a cloud-based world
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1. Review the example relevant to your industry (B2B or B2C).

B2C: Meat Thermometer

Step 2: Create Sample Headlines that Map to Personas & Their Buyer’s Journey

Foodies

Dads Who Grill

Engaged Couples

Summer 
Homeowners

A way to cook the 
pefect steak

How to stop serving 
overcooked burgers 
and steaks at family 
BBQs

A neat tchotchke to 
add to your wedding 
registry

As easy way to ensure 
meat is well cooked at 
summer BBQs

Audience Key Challenge Develop Interest Information 
Gathering Seek Options Make Purchase 

Decision

Why organic steak is 
better for your heart, 
wallet and stomach

A dad’s guide to 
tailgating

A guide to creating 
your wedding registry

10 awesome activities 
for your summer 
home

For perfect medium 
rare every time, the 
key is time and temp

Grilling like Emeril 
even when you’re not 
in your own kitchen

10 ways to make 
cooking easy for 
couples

Top 10 purchases for 
your new home

Why meat 
thermometers are the 
best way to ensure 
you get the perfect 
steak every time

How a meat 
thermometer will 
change your tailgating 
experience

8 awesome gadgets 
every newlywed 
should have on their 
registry

How a meat 
thermometer helps 
you cook the perfect 
steak even without a 
gourmet kitchen

5 things to know 
when buying a meat 
thermometer

Programmable and 
remote: the features 
you need for perfect 
steaks everytime

The surprising con-
nection between meat 
thermometers and 
happy marriages

Don’t get caught 
without a 
programmable meat 
thermometer in your 
summer home

2. Input your business’s personas and their key challenges:

Think about the different kinds of 
people who buy your product: What challenge is driving them to consider your product?

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Persona 1]

[Persona 2]

[Persona 3]

[Persona 4]

[Persona 5] [Key Challenge]
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B2B: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System

[Persona 1]

[Persona 2]

[Persona 3]

[Persona 4]

[Persona 5]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

[Key Challenge]

Audience Key Challenge Develop Interest Information 
Gathering Seek Options Make Purchase 

Decision

2. Input your business’s personas, their key challenges and create sample headlines that correspond to the listed stages of 
the buyer’s journey.

Sales Managers

Sales Reps

CFOs/CEOs

IT

How to reach quota

How to close deals

Lower costs and grow 
revenue

Managing IT in a 
cloud-based world

Audience Key Challenge Develop Interest Information 
Gathering Seek Options Make Purchase 

Decision

5 ways to improve the 
effectiveness of your 
sales team

5 morning habits that 
will help you close 
deals

Top 10 ways to lower 
costs while growing 
revenue

Why you should 
choose SaaS for your 
next software project

Technology invest-
ments to improve 
sales efficiency

The top tools world-
class sellers use to 
succeed

Top investments to 
improve organizational 
efficiency

Top mistakes IT 
directors make when 
moving to the cloud

Why CRM is key to the 
success of your sales 
efforts

The ultimate sales 
secret: CRM

Why a CRM invest-
ment will improve both 
your bottom and top 
line this year

Why you should 
advocate for a cloud-
based CRM in your 
organization

How Salesforce drives 
ROI for sales teams

Why Salesforce is the 
CRM system to help 
you meet quota

Customer ROI with 
Salesforce

Salesforce: the top 
choice for easy of 
deployment, security 
and TCO
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Web Presence Management In Action
As important as marketing tactics are, don’t lose sight of the forest for the trees. Remember that your 
ultimate goal is to engage more customers and guide them through the buyer’s journey to conversion.

That’s what WPM empowers you to do: 
Give your customers the experience 
and information that they want all the 
way through the marketing funnel.

 As you move forward with WPM, stay focused 
on these top-level strategies.

2) Target Your Marketing Assets. Create 
rich content that maps to different customer 
personas throughout their buyer’s journey. Make 
sure your content is effective by measuring its 
performance at scale and tactically revitalizing 
underperforming content.

2) Optimize Multiple Unpaid Channels. 
Customers want you to earn their attention 
with high-quality unpaid media. Make sure that 
you’re plugged into the different ways they’re 
searching for information: keyword vocabulary, 
social channels, and the effects of different 
devices and locations.

2) Unify Your Marketing Team. It’s one of the 
most difficult challenges in marketing, but no 
team reaches their full potential until they’re 
working together. Unify your marketers by 
creating one web presence team, facilitating 
shared metrics, best practices, and continuous 
collaboration.

Web Presence Management Resources
Dive deeper into Web Presence Management 
with these resources:

Interactive Web Presence Management 
Worksheet: http://cdtr.co/wpmworksheet

Web Presence Management Video Stories: 
http://cdtr.co/wpmvideos

Web Presence Technology Case Studies:
http://cdtr.co/wpmstudies

Conductor Blog: www.conductor.com/blog

Conductor Learning Center:
www.conductor.com/learning-center

The ultimate goal 
of Web Presence 
Management 
is to convert 
more customers 
by giving them 
the experience 
and information 
they want all the 
way through the 
marketing funnel. 


